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CQRS NOTIFICATION -

2021/22 NHSEI PUBLIC HEALTH COMMISSIONED SERVICES

TPP Issue with April and May extracts for the MMR Service

This is a notification regarding Public Health Section 7a services that NHS England and NHS Improvement (NHSEI) commission from you via Calculating Quality Reporting Service (CQRS) regarding an issue with April and May 2021 extraction for the MMR service.

TPP have notified NHS Digital of an issue with the April and May extracts for the MMR service, which resulted in an incorrect submission of data. In response, NHS Digital team and TPP are working to re-extract the correct data and re-submit to CQRS. It is anticipated that this will be provided within the planned extract window.

Impact

Financially approved payments for this service will be paid. As a result, further reconciliation activities will be required. The CQRS team will share further details with respect to reconciliation actions in due course.

Existing declarations completed by practices will be reset when new data is received from TPP, excluding those that have already been financially approved.

There is no impact to EMIS or Cegedim practices. Declarations for EMIS & Cegedim practices may continue as per the usual process.

Action required

The following actions are required by practices.

- No further declarations for MMR should be made within CQRS for practices using TPP until further notice
- Declarations with respect to the MMR service for EMIS and Cegedim practices may continue

A further update will be provided on Tuesday 22nd June 2021
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